Dear [Name] = Messrs.

This is Saturday, Dec. 1st, and as we cross the equator to-morrow, the trip has been pleasant and useful and uneventful so far. They are both well. Next Tuesday we reach Trinidad where we stayed a day in port and should arrive in New York on Monday, March 19, about 8 a.m. I hope you have been able to secure room for us at the Carlyle. The weather has been fine - but that should and I am entering this
Note in my cabin with literally nothing on. I have been working today on the drafting of my report and the papers received from going to Mexico City at Rio and sending them with my further suggestions to Groton in Toronto so as not to lose too much time on that while I am in New York (annual report) listener, the Ambassador in Rio called on us at the ship
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when it arrived and we had a
long talk and that evening
he gave a dinner for some 40
people at the Embassy for
mostly old friends in
Rio. The next morning I called
on him at the Embassy for
another talk before the ship
faded at noon.

I had been hoping to be
able to get some news t
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Please for me about this
feats with Peron and the
economic Council. But there
was nothing as Miller had
no time or means to get
anything to me in his
before we sailed — so I will
not to wait until I get to
Washington for the lack of
Miller and Peron and
the economic Council work.
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Most important for many ways—
and also for us. I suggested
to Proven to take on Wallery,
the charge, after Miller left
B.A. for Chile; and arranged
with Wallery to receive him,
but naturally was out at the
full thing of what took place
during Miller's visit, only from
Miller himself when met
to Washington.
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Of course, I am writing much longer than anyone expects. This is the first time I have had the luxury of a pen and paper to express my feelings about the Peace. Peace is not something that just happens. It is the result of hard work and dedication to a common goal. I know it can be difficult to imagine, but the Peace is not just about ceasing hostilities. It is about rebuilding the lives of those who have been affected by war. The Peace is about ensuring that future generations do not have to suffer the same fate.

Yours truly,
J. F. Higgins
Ruch & have told me & all
and others in Berlin that
will then know what & how
to do it.

Then make my plans
when I return to New York.
But of course I must get to
Washington as soon as possible
after arrival." My Tuesday
March 20.

It's too late to
Lute read. Have lots of
so much love to you all.
I do take care. I am sure
you health is improving if
you take care as you have
been. We do look forward to
seeing you. The news from
Mexico is good. They are
getting on fine without me!

Faithfully yours